
TEACHER BACKGROUND: (Grades 1-8)

In this lesson, students begin to plot weather
data on worksheet #2 (U. S. map).  Before an
accurate forecast can be made, weather data
reported by a network of stations must be
plotted.  Since there is little room on the map
for all of the data reported from the weather
network, meteorologists use symbols to
represent information.  The area around each
weather station on the map is reserved for a
special part of the weather report, and a
collection of universal weather symbols is
used by meteorologists around the world.
This way, any meteorologist can look at any
weather map and instantly tell what kind of
weather a station is observing.

Although only a few components of the
weather report will be plotted here, students
should discover how important it is to place
the proper weather element in the proper
location around each station on the map.
Both primary and intermediate levels will
plot sky information on worksheet #2 today.
Intermediate level students will also add
temperature data to their maps today.  To
prevent confusion for primary students,
temperatures will be added to their maps in
the next lesson.

The remaining lessons in this unit will add
more data to be plotted.  It is important,
however, to remind students that all of these
observations were taken at the same time
on the same day. 

In previous lessons, we have observed sky
conditions.  We are now ready to plot basic

symbols which represent the amount of sky
cover.  A small circle located at the center of
the station city represents the sky.  Fo r
e x a m p l e, if the circle is e m p t y, the sky is
clear.

If the sky is partly cloudy, the circle is half
filled.

If the sky is overcast with clouds, the circle
is filled in.

W h i ch symbol describes the present sky
overhead?  In the following activity,
students read the station reports and plot
the appropriate symbols at each location on
their maps.  Grades 4-8 students will also
add the current temperature next to the
station circl e. To plot temperatures,
students should place the reported
temperature from each station at the upper
left of the sky symbol.  Be sure to decide
whether you will plot Celsius or Fahrenheit
temperatures and mark the map key
accordingly.

12. Data Plot I

OBJECTIVES: After completing this lesson, a student should be able to:

* Identify SKY SYMBOLS
* INTERPRET AND PLOT SKY DATA on U.S. map (worksheet #2)
* Plot TEMPERATURES on U.S. map  (Grades 4-8)
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Data Plot I

MAP-GRADES 1-3 (Time: 10 minutes)

Materials: Worksheet #2, pencil

Preparation: Distribute the students'
worksheets #2. (Collect them after this
lesson.)

Procedure:
1. D r aw and label the three sky symbols

from this lesson on the board.  Discuss
what the sky looks like for each
symbol.

2. Also on the board, write the following
reports representing sky conditions for
the lettered locations on the worksheet
map.

3. Ask students to fill in the correct
symbol for each station. (You may
choose to plot only some of the stations. )

STATION SKY REPORT

A PARTLY CLOUDY
B CLOUDY
C CLOUDY
D CLOUDY
E CLOUDY
F PARTLY CLOUDY
G CLEAR
H CLOUDY
I CLEAR
J CLEAR
K CLEAR
L PARTLY CLOUDY
M CLEAR

Evaluation: Which stations are probably
seeing sunshine? (A, F, G, I, J, K, L and
M) Why? (Because they are reporting
partly cloudy skies or no clouds in the
s k y.)  Which stations have the most
clouds overhead? (B, C, D, E and H)
Refer to the back page for map key.

Excursion: To m o r r o w, we will plot
t e m p e r a t u r e s. Can you guess which
stations might be the warmest?  (the clear
or cloudy stations?)

MAP-GRADES 4-8 (Time: 15 minutes)

Materials: Worksheet #2, pencil

Preparation: Distribute the students'
worksheets #2.  (Collect them after this
lesson.) 

Procedure:
1. D r aw and label the sky symbols from

the first page of this lesson on the
board. 

2. Also on the board, write the following
reports of sky conditions and current
temperatures for the lettered stations
on the worksheet.

3. Ask students to fill in the correct
symbol for each station. Select either
the C or F temperature and add it  to
the upper left of each sky symbol. 

TEMP
STATION SKY REPORT C F

A PARTLY CLOUDY -3 27
B CLOUDY -2 29
C CLOUDY -4 25
D CLOUDY -1 30
E CLOUDY 14 57
F PARTLY CLOUDY 22 72
G CLEAR   21 70
H CLOUDY  5 41
I CLEAR 26 79
J CLEAR 27 81
K CLEAR 7 45
L PARTLY CLOUDY 19 66
M CLEAR 15 60

Evaluation:  W h i ch is the wa r m e s t
station? (J)  The coldest? (C)  How might
station location affect temperature?  (The
colder stations are farther north.) Refer to
the back page for map key.

Excursion: Compare how sky conditions
might affect temperature.  What kind of sky
is reported at the warmest city? (clear and
sunny)  The coldest? ( cl o u d y )

WEATHERSCHOOL QUESTION:
Obtain the question and correct answer from your local Weatherschool TV channel!
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